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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

September 23rd 2019 to September 29th 2019 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
9-25-19  Suspicious Vehicle Clarendon Ave./Harding Rd.  Report of subjects in a vehicle yelling at 

          other vehicles and throwing rocks at street 

          signs. The vehicle was located and was  

          occupied by 6 juveniles. The juveniles were 

          warned about their actions. 

 

9-26-19  Domestic  500 Block of Belle Meade Blvd.  A mother was trying to make her adult son 

          leave the residence. The son volunteered to 

          stay with uncle overnight.  

 

9-26-19  Suspicious Incident  Clarendon Ave./Harding Rd.  Our department received 2 different reports 

          of juveniles throwing rocks. 8 juveniles 

          were located. The juveniles were warned 

          and their parents were notified. 

 

9-27-19  911 Hang-up Call  4400 Block of Truxton Pl.    Metro 911 Dispatch received a hang-up call 

          from the residence with a brief open line and 

          no answer on callback. Officers responded  

          and it was a false call. 

 

9-27-19  Traffic Stop  Blackburn Ave./Westover Dr.  A vehicle was stopped for a traffic violation. 

          The driver was arrested for driving under the 

          influence and transported to the Hill 

          Detention Center. 

 

9-28-19  Missing Person  300 Block of Sutherland Ave.  Report of an adult male not returning from a 

          trip to the park. A search was conducted and 

          the male was located during the morning 

          hours on Monday, September 30th. 

 

9-29-19  Traffic Stop  5015 Harding Rd.   A vehicle was stopped for a traffic violation. 

          The driver was arrested for driving under the 

          influence and implied consent. The driver  

          was transported to the Hill Detention Center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


